
USE OUR VERSATILE  

RIVER STONES TO  

UPDATE YOUR  

FAVORITE SPACE.

   Stone 
Décor

Stylish
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watched pot   (1-4)  These pots 
are definitely pleasers! They’re a study in 
pretty, organic décor. We painted a collection 
of terra cotta flowerpots with acrylic paint 
that coordinated with the color of the stones. 
Then, we worked in rows to apply the stones, 
quickly adhering with hot glue. Fill with floral 
foam, top with moss, and finish with your 
favorite faux bloom to complete the design.



» pulled through  Furniture 
that rocks? We’re taking that literally! Dress 
up a boring chest of drawers by replacing 
the drawer pulls with our earthy river 
stones.  You’ll need a strong craft adhesive 
(try E-6000®) to adhere the stones to the 
metal hardware. What an unexpected way 
to update your décor!

« wax poetic   Shed a little light 
on your rock-filled décor. Every room needs 
some candles! We applied the stones to wax 
using ordinary hot glue. So easy…so chic!

« square one   The shape of 
contemporary elegance? In this case, it’s 
decidedly square. For this look, we set 
off a modern square vase with our chic 
black river stones. They complement 
a faux water kit (used according to 
the manufacturer’s directions) and a 
sophisticated tropical bloom. 
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all arranged  
(1-4)  Your original 
arrangements get an 
edgy, organic twist when 
you fill them with our 
beautiful black river 
stones. This piece is built 
on a base that began as 
a pair of wooden ledges, 
available in the Home 
Décor Department. We 
painted them white and 
distressed them with 
sandpaper before gluing 
them back-to-back to 
create a planter. Then, we 
topped them with rocks 
(some moss-covered), 
candles, and a vaseful of 
branches and calla lilies.
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stone zone  
This pretty décor is 
anything but rocky. It’s 
cool…it’s earthy…it’s 
understated. And it’s so 
easy to create! Rock out 
with  stone-embellished 
furniture, photos, 
candles, and even an 
indoor floor mat.
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» filled in  Here’s a quick and easy way to experience some stony décor. 
Place our pretty river stones inside elegant glass candleholders. Nestle in 
the candle of your choice, and you’re done! Simple sophistication…voilà!

drawer...adore 
Hip hardware is just a stone’s throw 
away. These earthy drawer pulls 
feature river stones, held in place 
with heavy-duty craft adhesive. Tip: 
This hardware is bowl-shaped, so 
we filled the indentations with hot 
glue and topped them with felt to 
create a flat surface before gluing 
on the stones.

« 

« photo finish   
Why not put these wall-
worthy rocks in a frame? 
We did! For this look, 
adhere a favorite photo to a 
canvas, available in the Art 
Department. Then, arrange 
our artful river stones 
(adhering with hot glue as 
you work) to frame the shot. 
Finally, hang the canvas on 
the wall, accenting with an 
empty frame as shown.
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rock and a hard place  (1-4 )  This well-laid table absolutely 
rocks! The effect is elegant, earthy and unique. This design starts with store-bought 
cloth placemats. Back them with foam board that’s been measured to fit, and hot glue 
to keep in place. Then, use more hot glue to adhere a collection of little river rocks.
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take the floor  
Who wants a run of the 
mill rug? Not us! We 
prefer this rustic, rocky 
floor mat—it was so easy 
to create! We mounted 
latch hook canvas on 
canvas fabric. Then, we 
covered it in a bevy of 
beautiful river stones. Hot 
glue held everything in 
place. Total zen appeal!
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